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Introduction
These rules are applicable on all GT3 scale 1/32 models.
This is based on “ready-to-run” or “white-kit” slotautos and parts that can be freely purchased in the commerce.
The rules also are made so you can drive your favorit car in the race (from what make or model)

1. Body
1.1 White kits need to be painted (clearcoat only isn’t accepted), when the car has a racenumber make it above 6 or
possible to cover the number during the race.
1.2 All “out of the box” livery cars need to cover the number to if it is visible and from 1 to 6.
1.3 All parts of a “Boxed car” need to be used and have to be present during the complete race.
(that includes qualification).
Exceptions are made for these points :
* Removing antennas.
* Removing mirrors.
* Removing windshield wipers.
* The rearspoiler can be mounted flexible or reinforced but needs to keep the original look.
* Adding of 4 bodyfloat points in cars that dont have these. (explained in 2.5 and 2.6).
1.4 The exterior of the body shell must appear original and unmodified from the manufacturer´s design.
1.5 All transparent parts need to be as the original.
1.6 The interior can be replaced by a lexan version for the same car.
But needs to be in 3D (visible dashboard, steeringwheel, pilot and seat), and needs to be painted to.
1.7 The body needs to be fixed to the chassis by screws.
1.8 Reinforcing the screw points is allowed as long as this is done with plastic.
1.9 Minimum body weight is 19 gram.
When a car doesn’t comply to this you need to add lead tot he inside of the body.
2.0 A minimum 0,5 mm. ground clearance underneath the body is mandatory.
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2. Chassis
2.1 All parts of the chassis need to be in place.
Only the original or aftermarket chassis are allowed if they are mentioned in the homologationlist.
Other versions aren’t allowed.
2.2 The chassis may be modified to fit better to the body. The clearance between chassis and body is max 1mm.
2.3 Removal of material on the chassis is not allowed
2.4 Some parts can be cut from the chassis but will be needed to be glued on the body :
* Splitter
* Radiator
* sideplates (runningboards)
* Diffuser
* Exhaust
2.5 Modifications that are allowed :
* Adding max. 4 bodyfloat points.
* Adding EVO6 points (Slotit motorpod model).
2.6 Examplepunt 2.5 (SCX AUDI R8 LMS with Olifer chassis).

3. Motorpod & Gearing
3.1 Only the plastic Anglewinder motorpods are allowed, free choice off brand.
3.2 The motorpod needs to be screwed to the chassis.
A suspended version is allowed but only with springs.
3.3 The race will be done with “NSR Babyking 17 – 17.000 RPM” handout motor.
Needed for the complete race event.
3.4 The motor can be fixed in the mount with screws on the original places.
3.5 The outputshaft of the motor can be shortened but only with a official present when cutting.
3.6 A minimum 1,5 mm. ground clearance underneath the motor is mandatory.
3.7 All other modifications aren’t allowed.
3.8 The gearing may not be smaller than 2.0 (T. Crown / T. pinion).
example.1: 30t / 15t = 2.000 (OK).
example.2: 28t / 13t = 2.153 (OK).
example.3: 26t / 15t = 1.733 (Niet OK).
3.9 Material of both is free.
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4. Wheels & Rims
4.1 Frontwheels needs to be :
* Min. 17“ rims.
* Only rubber tires.
* Minimal width 8mm.
* Minimal diameter 18mm.
* May be treated for no grip.
4.2 Rearwheels :
* Min. 17“ rims.
* Only the Slotit P6 tires are allowed (PT24).
Only the handout tires will be used from the start of the race.
4.3 Treating the handout tires isn’t allowed. They can only be cleaned with tape or petrol).
4.4 Wheel inserts have to be present.
4.5 Axles , bearings, spacers and stoppers are free.

5. General
5.1 Maximal trackwidth front and rear is 63mm. (and may not be visible if viewed from the top of the car)
5.2 Minimum total weight is 90gram.
5.3 Minimum groundclearance at the start of the race:
* 0,5mm. underneath the complete chassis.
5.4 Magnets aren’t allowed.
5.5 Adding weights is allowed but needs to oblige to these rules:
* not visible from all angles of the car.(even from below)
* may not be over the chassis.
* needs to present during the whole event.
* may not be used as structural part of the chassis.
5.6 The guide is free but needs to be compatible with both tracks . The wooden guides are not allowed.
The guide cannot be visible from the top view of the car.
5.7 Braids, wires and connectors are free to be used of any make.
5.8 Braids must be trimmed to the lenght of the guide.
5.9 No mechanical parts can be visible from every angle of the car when on track
5.10 Lightkits are allowed but not obligated.
5.11 Any other treatment or operation than stated in these regulations is not permitted.
5.12 Everything that isn’t mentioned in these rules is not allowed. If in doubt please contact the organisation.
(The dutch rulebook is the base fort this translation).

6. Adjustments
4.1 Min. 17 mm. required instead of only 17 mm. (16/7/2018).
4.2 Min. 17 mm. required instead of only 17 mm. (16/7/2018).
4.5 Axles are free of choice instead of only full steel. (16/7/2018).
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